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                                                        (MODEL ANSWER) 
                                            PAPER ONE (35 MARKS) 

                                           I-VOCABULARY (8 Marks) 

 A- CHOOSE THE RIGHT ANSWER FROM A, B AND C: ( 4 X ½ = 2)                         

1- If you want to ……………………… good ideas, you should think in a creative way. 

          a. lift (U9 P71)    b. generate (U7P57)       c. cascade (U1P13) 

2- Our teacher is excellent. He makes use of ………………………… teaching methods. 

           a. effective (U7P57) b. lonely  (U8P63)     c. stranded (U9P71) 

3- She is angry, that's why he is speaking …………………………… . 

           a. loudly  (U2P19)  b. luckily (U12P89)         c . rarely (U3P31  

4- Stop …………………………… yourself. Believe me, you are doing very well. 

           a. alleviating (U7P59)    b. belittling (U8P61)  c. rescuing(U9P69 
 
B- USE ONLY TWO OF THE FOLLOWING WORDS IN MEANINGFUL 
SENTENCESD:(2 X ½ = 1) 
                      (extremely – realize – reasonable – terror ) 
5- …………………………………………………………………………………………………….….. 
 
6- ……………………………………………………………………………………………..…………. 
 

C- FILL IN THE SPACES WITH THE WORDS FROM THE LIST:(4 X ½ = 2)         
( identical – whirlpool – itchy –– give up – awkwardly ) 

                    ( U11P87   - U10 P75   - U5P43  - U12P91 – U5P43    ) 

7- Poor boy! They couldn’t save him. He was dragged into a very fast …whirlpool…  
     in the sea. 

8- My grandfather is a heavy smoker. He must ……give up…… smoking. It's a bad       
      habit.                     

9- It's very nice to have two babies at a time. My elder sister is expecting an  
     ……identical… twin. 

10- I can't speak clearly; my throat is very …itchy…… and dry. 
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C- MATCH THE FOLLOWING WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITION:( 3 X 1= 3 ) 

11- ahead       ( U10P77)             (   13  ) confused or troublesome state. 

12- challenge  ( U8P65 )              (  12   ) a task that tests someone's ability.  

13- mess        (U12 P91 )             ( 11    ) further forward. 

                                                 (   --  ) Very strict and difficult to changes 
 
 

II. GRAMMAR (7 MARKS) 

A-CHOOSE THE RIGHT ANSWER FROM A, B AND C: ( 4 X ½  = 2 )                                                     
                 
14- He ………………… play with us , but now he doesn’t. I don't know why?                        

   a. uses                      b. used to           c. using  
 
15- Remember, I'll phone you …………………………… I get to the station. 

    a. already      b. when     c. yet 
 
16- If I had got enough money, I …………………………… that laptop. 

    a. will buy                  b. would have bought c. would buy 
 
17- We haven’t seen Ahmed …………………………… his last birthday. 

         a. since                       b. ago          c. for 
 
B- CORRECT THE VERBS BETWEEN BRACKETS: ( 4 X ½ ) 
18- Many modern buildings (build) ………were built……… in our town last year.  
  

 
19- After I  ( watch ) …………had watched…… the film, I read a lovely storybook.                      
 
20- Look out! A car  ( come ) ……is coming……… fast towards you.                     
 
21- Mariam often ( study ) ………studies…… Maths  in the evening.                            
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C- DO AS SHOWN BETWEEN BRACKETS: ( 3 X 1 = 3  )     
                                                                                                                                            
22- He worked hard last week.                                       ( Make  negative ) 
     ……He didn't work hard last week………………….. 
                                                                                                   
23- They can’t contact us, ……can they……..?           (Add a tag-question ) 
 
24-Fahed said, “ I went to Dubai with my family.”            ( Report the sentence) 
 
     …Fahed said that he had gone to Dubai with his family……….. 

 
 

III-LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS ( 10 Marks ) 
 
A - MATCH THE FOLLOWING UTTERANCES UNDER(  A ) WITH THEIR 

REACTIONS UNDER(  B ) : ( 4 X 1 = 4 )              

                    ( A  )                                                             (  B  ) 
25- James is keen on playing golf.                    (  27   ) Let’s take a taxi. 
26- We're having important exams at school.          (   26   ) I wish you all the best 
27- The bank is far from here.                    (   28   ) With pleasure. 
28- Would you mind giving me your mobile?           (   --    ) Of course you can.   
                                                                          (  25   ) So am I. 
 
B- WRITE WHAT YOU WOULD SAY IN THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS:(3X1=3 ) 
 
29- You want your teacher to re-explain the lesson. 
 
Any reasonable answer 
 
30- What do you think of our new house? 
 
Any reasonable answer 
 
31- Ask your friend to open the window as it is hot. 
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Any reasonable answer 
 
C- COMPLETE THE MISSING PARTS OF THE FOLLOWING MINI DIALOGUES: 
(3 X 1=3 ) 
 
32- A: Why didn't you do your homework? 

      B: Any reasonable answer 
33- A: Any reasonable answer 
      B: Thanks my son. I can carry it myself. 

34- A: Any reasonable answer 
      B: I like watching matches at the weekend. 

IV-SET BOOK QUESTIONS( 10 MARKS) 

A- ANSWER ONLY 3 OUT OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: (3 X 2 = 6)                                                  
35-"Holidays are time for fun and enjoyment. One is in bad need of a time to 
have rest from work and responsibility." (UNIT 3 ) 

 
A. What are the different types of holidays? 
   - Personal                                       - National   - Religious 
B. How do people spend their holidays? 
   - they travel   - they relax 
 
36-"Maria Montessori was Italy's first woman doctor. At the time, if women 
succeeded in male professions, they were looked down upon and belittled. 
She was, therefore, unable to find work at any of Rome's hospitals." 
(UNIT 8 )  
 
A. Describe the education in Italy at the turn of the twentieth century?  
- It was a strict and rigid system. 
 
B. Name some of Montessori's achievements.  
    -. She devised theories that allowed children learn at their own pace. 
    -.  She invented special equipment that helped children learn by using their senses.  
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37-"There are people whose jobs need them to get into risks and go to 
dangerous places. They also may face death." (unit 10 ) 
A-Mention some of these dangerous jobs. 

a- Paramedic     b- Alaskan pilot 

b- Smoke jumper    d- A diver in Kuwait diving team. 

B- In your opinion, which one is the most dangerous? Why? 
- I think the paramedic's job is the most dangerous one as he has to drive fast and go to 
dangerous places like , rocky mountains to help people. 
 
 
38- " Being happy is good for you and  society." " If you feel happy , you can 
contribute more to the community." 
A-  What are the main sources of happiness ? 

            Family   -  friends -   money  
B- How does happiness contribute to the community?  

A. It makes us more sociable.    B. healthy.     C.  keen to help others. 
 

B- ANSWER ONLY 3 OUT OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: (2 X 2 = 4)                                                  
Literature time- (Around the World in Eighty Days): 

 
39- "From this moment, twenty-nine minutes past eleven on the morning of 
Wednesday, October 2nd 1872,you are in my service." 
a- Who said these words? To whom? 

b- Mentioning timing and dates reflects the speaker's character. Discuss. 

Answers: 

a- Mr.Phileas Fogg   - Passeportout 

b- It reflects that the speaker was a man who lived his life according to a strict routine. 
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40-"Don't shout. You're attracting too much attention. Let's go and talk in my 
room." (episode 4 ) 
a-  Who said these words? To whom? 
b- Why did the speaker want the addressed mannot to shout? 
Answers: 
a- Mr. Fix to  Passepartout 
b- Because he is a detective and he wanted Passepartout to help him secretly. 

 
41- "If your master is going back to England, I will help him.Then we will both know 
if he is an honest man." (episode 4 )  
a-  Who said these words? To whom? 
b- How will the speaker according to his point of view help the addresser's master? 
Answers: 
a- Mr. Fix to  Passepartout. 
b- As a detective and if he found out that the master is  
       innocent, he wouldn't arrest him and help him.                                      
 

End of Exam 
 

Best of luck 
  
 
 


